Film activate: Love conquers all

1. Imagine you and two very different friends of yours were able to venture out of the unfinished painting where you live in and into the real world. You have taken on the quest to find your elusive, mysterious creator. Once you find him/her, what question would you ask? Would you be happy or mad to have met him/her?

Question:

Emotion:

2. Lola says to the Painter, "Now I want to know who painted you!" Clearly, even though Lola belongs to the Halfies, she does not desire to be “completed.” Which tribe or character did you identify with the most? Lola, Claire (both Halfies), Ramo, (an Alldunn), or Quill (a Sketchie)? Write or draw your answers below.
These characters would like you to finish their legs and feet. How many colors can you use to create the scene after you complete them?